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though the rule is not so illustrated in the Kdsiha Vrtti,
or even in Bhattoji, the value of it is no longer doubtful,
and it must be a genuine Vedic expression which survived
as a proper name.1 Further, the Vdjasaneyi Samhita,
xxx, 18, preserves for us goghdtd, in the face of which
scepticism is unreasonable. Moreover, there is good
authority for the use of amitraghdtin and amitraghna
and amitrahan, and for goghna, and for Vrtrahan.
Vrtraghdta thus takes a legitimate place alongside of
Vrtrahan, and is comparable with the innumerable
passages2 where han and Vrtra occur, while Amitragliata
is restored to its natural place as the name of a king
who seems to have continued the victorious career of
Candragupta.3 Compare also the proper name Satrughna,
and the words satrughdta, satrughdtin, satruhan, and
Panini, iii, 2, 49, with the Kdsilcd Vrtti.
A. BERRIEDALE KEITH.
NOTE ON THE ABOVE.
Before adopting the form Amitrakhada, I had read
the comments on Panini, 3. 2, 88, in the Calcutta edition,
the Siddhantakaumudi, and the Kasika. And I was
aware that the view that the Greek word Amitrokhades,
°khates, represents a Sanskrit Amitraghata had the
support of Lassen. As regards the latter point, I should
be one of the last to question the great authority that
attaches to Lassen's name. But he wrote about half
a century ago. We have learnt much since then, and
do not now subscribe to everything that was said even
by him.4 As regards what may be deduced from the
1
 So the Epic name Yuyudhana, Gtodavari, etc.
2
 See a long list in Bloomfield, Vedic Concordance, p. 898 ; Macdonell,
op. cit., p. 60.
3
 Vincent Smith, Early History of India2, pp. 138-40.
4
 Moreover, was this identification actually determined by him ? In
his Indische Alterthtimskunde, 2 (1852). 213, he has treated it, without
discussion, as an accepted detail. Did it originate with Schwanbeck,
in 1846 ?
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comments on Panini's sutra, I have no desire to assert
that the word amitraghata is not Vedic, or to argue
against Mr. Keith's view that the appellation or epithet
Amitrakhada, applied to Indra, may have had its origin
in amitraghata.1 But it remains the case that the
appellation or epithet of Indra which has actually come
down to us is Amitrakhada : and it does not seem that
amitraghata —or, indeed, another term cited by Mr. Keith,
satrughdta, which has the same formation and meaning,—
is found in epic literature as a personal name, appellation,
or epithet, any more than amitrakhada.
In selecting the form Amitrakhada, I was guided by
the following practical considerations, over and above the
point that this, and not °ghata, is the name, appellation,
or epithet that has come down to us :—-
The Greek variants of the name present in the last
syllable both t and d. There is no apparent reason for
regarding either reading as more authoritative than the
other. So we take them on equal terms : the t lends
support to "ghdta ; the d to "khada.
In the preceding syllable, they agree in presenting
X (ch, kh). This letter is found used to represent in
1
 I may, however, observe that I did not take Amitrakhada as being
intended to suggest that Indra actually ate any of his foes ! And
I really do not see why the word Ichdda in this term should not have been
applied in a metaphorical sense, as, Surely, must be the case in the
expression to the Maruts, the storm-gods (cited by Mr. Keith):—"You
chew up forests, or devour trees."
Is there not also another possibility ? Mr. Keith has drawn attention
(p. 423 above, note 3) to the use, in the second half of RV, 10. 152, 1,
of hanyate, which he considers noteworthy, —apparently as indicating
an original amitrayhdta, rather than "Ichdda, in the first part of the verse.
If hanyate. was really used there with any special object, may not that
object have been, equally well, to indicate the meaning to be given to
°hhdda 1 In this connection we not© that, though the meaning is
rejected by Vopadeva and the Katantra, the Dhatupatha gives a root
khad to which it assigns, in addition to the meaning ' eating' which
belongs to Tchad, the meaning ' injury or hurting' (himsdydm) : see
Westergaard, Radices, p. 345, No. 13. However, this detail is not
material to my case.
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several well-known words an Indian kh, kkh. There is
no prima-facie reason for thinking that, in the time with
which we are concerned, it could be properly used to
represent an Indian gh. And this supposed case of
Amitraghata is, I believe, the only adducible instance for
suggesting such an employment of it. The case is certainly
not sufficient, in itself, to establish such a use.
From the other side, Professor Bendall has brought
out the point that, in appreciably later times than that
with which we are concerned, the Greek aspirates were
still true hard aspirates, with the result that the % was
naturally represented by the Indian kh, not gh: see his
" Notes on the Pronunciation of Greek as deduced from
Grseco-Indian Bilingual Coins, B.C. 180-20", in the
Journal of Philology, vol. 29.
I shall be very willing to abandon the form Amitrakhada,
if it should be plainly shown to be wrong. As matters
stand, I believe that it is correct.
J. F. FLEET.
NOTES ON SYNTAX
1. A Use of the Comparative
In his Vedische und Sanskrit-Syntax1 Dr. Speyer, after
stating that the type "sweeter than sweet" is good Sanskrit,
points out that the use is not dealt with by Delbriick in
his Altindische Syntax, nor, it may be added, in his
Vergleichende Syntax. As a matter of fact, however, the
usage is not rare in Vedic texts, and a few examples may
be given.
It is rather curious that the exact instance quoted by
Dr. Speyer should be found in the Rgveda, x, 120, 3 :
svddoh svddiyah svddund srja sam, and again in i, 114, 6:
vacah svddoh svddlyo Rudrdya vdrdhanam. So also is
found the phrase tavdsas tdviydn in Rgveda, vii, 100, 3,
1
 p. 37.
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